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VISUALPROPRIOCEPTIVE CUE CONFLICTS IN THE CONTROL.
OF REMOTELY PILOTED VEHICLES

L INTRODUCTION Tie objectives of the experiment were to

obtain eAta applicable to the following.

An investigation was made of operator tracking I. The relative difficulty of controlling ar,
performarcc under conditions of visual- RPV from an airborne station tinder different
p;oprioceptic conflict. (The term proprioeption visual-motion crmbinations (e.g., visual-motion
as utscd here refers to sensations arising from the combinations that produce conflict, or no con-
receptors of the nonauditory labyrinth of the flict).
inner car and from muscles, tendons, and joints.
Kinesthesis refers to sensations of movement 2. The relative ability of pilots, navigators, and
arising front the receptors other than the non- nonrated Air Force officers to operate an MPV
auditory labyrinth.) The experimental scenario is from an airborne station (i.e., the effect of
described as follows: An operator is asked to previous experience).
maneuver a remote'y piloted vehicle (RPV) from 3. The differential effects of experience on the
an airborne control station (a mother ship). This acquisition of skills necessary to operate an RPV.
staion is equipped with a television nmonitor,
control stic., and other controls and displays 4. Selection and training of potential RPV
necessary to maneuver the RPV through a operators.
specified course- The RPV, containing a television 5. The need for motion in RPV training
camera mounted in itE nose, relays an image of the simulators.
terrain to be displayed on the television monitor in
the control ,tation. Thus, the visuOl scene dis
played to the operator represents the scene viewed II. METHOD
by the camera. The task of the operator is to use
the controls and displays to "fly" the RPV in Simulation System
much the same way he woul 1y a conventional This research utilized the Simulation and
aircraft. Training Advanced Research System (STARS)

The scenario is comphcateu oy several factors. facility of the Advanced Systems Division, Air
First, the visual inputs to the operator front the Force Human Resources Laboratory, Wright-
RPV are independent of the motion inputs from Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. The equipment
the control station. Thus, the ouerator will consisted of an operator station mounted on a
experience motion cues that are uncorrelated with motion platform, hydraulic pump, terrain model,
the visual inputs received from the RPV. Second, television camera and optical probe, experimenter
while traditional pilot training prograns operate station, and a Sigma 5 digital computer. A brief
on the philosophy that proprioceptive cues description of the hardware system is presented as
provided by the motion of the aircraft should be foliows.
disregarded, research has shown that these cues are Operator station. The operator station, illus-
compelling, not easily ignored, and may improve tra re1 was Th e to stati il-performance when used in training simulators (see, stated in Figure 1, was designed to simulate the
perfe mlormancewhenused trainingsimtorn 1 , environment of an airborne control station. Thisfor example, Borlace, 1967; Cohen, 1970; station contained a television monitor that
Douvillier, Turner, McLean & Heinle, 1960; prvdd isaimgselydt Itfo aFedderson, 1961; Hluddleston & Rolfe, 1971; provided visual images relayed to It from a
Rathert, Creer, & Douvillier, 1959; Ruocco, simulated RPV. These visual imeaes were
Vitale, & Benfari, 1965). The task simulated in the gene wited from a television camera and optical
experiment presented here. however, required that probe, which viewed the terrain model. The path
the RPV operator disregard sensations of motion followed by the camcera and probe over the terrain
in order to maintain adequate performance. Under model was commensurate with the vehicle flight
conditions of visual-proprioceptive ccrflict (as path as determined by control stick inputs
when the mother ship and/or the RPV are it provided by the subject. Since the control stick
turbulence) the stereotypic responses of pilots to and vitaual system were independent of the motion
correct angular accelerations will be inappropriate, platform, the capability existed for the subject to



!Vigure L Operator station mounted on motion platform.

0a13,l ekvcr the ýi'mllla'cd RI'V undel V,,,iokls wh;elcvc[ altitude exceed 1,0 feet (304.8 m), and

en iltrtliriit tal coInditionis. This atlangrrcIenl was oftbetweCen 180 and 1,0,'0 feet.

permmtted tire intioduction of cotditions it-, which A 6-inch ( 15.2 cm) side-arm rate control stick

tile RPV alone, ti e ai bottrle sidtlion a1011 U , 1 both, wa% mounted o, the night-*iand side omnsoic

were uder cI it air turbulence. ;Iltrest (see ligITre 2). The control was a spring-

The suobject sat ill aln aicrafl-I)pc seat diectly, centered si~ck with a dtal-axis (ice positioning)

lacin, a 14- by 111-1110h (356 b, 27.9 cnr c.apability that required 4 ounces (113.4 g)

tWlCvision I1t10rit 0. "1110Ll s' ;.s Ilioullit-ed il l cCentel b reakow t .-ice. TIhe sante ainioutit of force wa•

sectli'lial p.,,el olt tie op.tatolr COl1SOl.. Tile iMede, to ho•d t01e stick at full deflection. The

dlitaLC betweenl the sIbject' eyes 1and tile CCter talgi ot detlectiotLii )I both lateral (tight - left)

oI tIie t etc %mot scr ee i was 2, inches (71.1 cI,%m). aind hlongitudinal (fore - aft) stick was 0 to 250

T1rc viewing anVgle stUbteIdCd 28.07T in thi- latcral iliencellortir reterred to as 0 to 100 percent

plane and 22,23' ill the MicLUal plane of the deflection).

trmoitol. All aittinetel. alltitde watrili ghtt, and In addition, the operator Station contaimtd a

ani attitude director tirdicatof (ADI) were foot switch to allow tire subject to cotnttirjcate

mtounted ott a flat seowI nal pairel 1ir the left of the with the exl tiienters. Wklhite noise was input to

.tjet ;aid it all angle ol 45' 1iolli the centel tie subject's headset to mask external disturb-

panel (see Ulgnrc 2). Tire altime ter was a vertical ances. "lire aircraft seat was equipped with a

sltaight-scaled indicator with a •ovitig potlier standard harness and laphelt to protect the

that provided altitude rcaiinrgs in feet abov'e sea srrbject_ Air air conditionet maintained the station

level. An amber altitude warning lighit flashed tIcnperatrire at 70" F (21. 1 e C). Finally, incident

whenever the simulated RPV altitude dtopped to a illumination was at an average of .37 footcandles

level, below 19O feet (54.t9 lU), remained on at cye level.
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Fagu i- 2. Openrtor station instruments and contirol stick.

Motion s 'isicin. Tile operator station was simulate altitude changes. The field of view
mounted on a motior, platform that provided represented onl tlrc television monitor subtended a
onsct cues in tw'o dogrecs of freedoni of angular viewiing ariyle of 50' liorilkrntal1iy and 39'
acelteration. Roll onset cues were provided by Vertically Over tile Wterainl Model One television
tidlting the simulator about the lonigitudinai axis mionitor was mounted in the operator station and
(i-e., the X axis) and pitch onset cues weie tile other two were located in (lhe experinienter
provided by tilting the simulator about thle lateral station . All three monitors had a 1,000-line resoli-
axis (i.e., the '.1 axis). Motion was achiesed by tion vertically-
actuation of hty'1raulic cylinders ~noui ted under Expe~tinientr statfion. The experiorcotei stat jot'
the 9- by 8-feelt (2.74 by 2.4 nm) simulator plat- cotindteeup ntnesayomnioth
formt, as shown in Figure 1. status of the hardware/softwaie and control

Visual sstsern. The visual system consisted of a activities of the subject, and to se, up the various
three-dimnersional terrain model (a modified stimulus conditions. This station was mianned by
SMK-23 Visual Simulator, The Singer Company), two eixpezinsenters. Thre task of the fivst was to
television carmera and optical probe, and three prepare the systepi foi operation, insure that all
morrochrotoatic television monitors. The terrain hardware was operating effectively and reliably
model provided "real-world" ground cues for prior and during the experiment, and set up tire
visual tracking over the surface. The real-world to conditions for all experimental trials in accordanco
terrain model &crde was 3,000:1 and tepresented a with a prepared check list. The task of- tire second
six- by twelve-m-ile (9.65 by 19.3 km) area. The experimenter was to determine tile appropriate
model was mnounted on an er'dless belt that was time for irntroducinrg specific stimiuli to the subject.
servo-driver. to represent visually the continuous WThen certain criteria were niret, tire experimenter
citanges in scene as the simulated RPV travelled pressed a discrete hanrd-hield insert button to
along north-south directions. A lelesisiori canrera initiate a stimrulus trial.
viewed the terain model throughr art optical probe Compiuter ssr-sepp and inte'rface's. A Signia 5
that contained a scrxor-d rriectianical assemtbly to digital ':ontputer was ined to drive tire perpiperal
permnit the introduction of headirir, roll, and pitch.
Both the camera and probe were mrounted on a equipni.ent, and to recoid data during experi-
servo-driven carriage system that moved across the mental runs. Resident software consisted of a realý
terrain model to Sinr.laste movemnent of the RPV tunle aerodynanuic oratreniawical miodel, executive
alotig easo-wesi directions, and hi and out to routine, and data recording prog:anls. Tire

7



s%]m III Illitli IoIt a IixCd wmritlI' , aicii uI e t1 r"coirded all1 required nlcasures on 9 -tiAk ;iagitietl
It:il tI ll iOW'\ III W 1115s ihioc IctLC' ed Izivik. tap.. IU irsc t'3& lilxlder11 iiritIotistd 11) idetit:tiy
timl11111 Ntile sl'411s ctmiltiol iI stick lt I'l'vdd hell chu e'vililclit It ilIs anld trials. andl plilidi eI St01i1c
p11%IS d I' Ii C ' C ;II tlieI l ;iit Id pi.hlW ¶it p Ii I k titie thIeI iull-Im. plots aitid computed values ne~essary in
;11ineI '.iNII'i iin't~i'v. aN ms ell .1% o)tlii kdat.1 :c'sl 'Ill' etuitItict ot the e~CrVimenIt.

l1e li1%:ttliledI111I ttt'itl :til.1i OI it '\t'iitit Ant ana''g toim,,mlir %%as used pnitiiirily u,
'lihllesel a 'd ''tia" 1. ii"1 c ii I Ia, cci mi'te' i '0l0 the inc iont plat to rio -'is inciluode d

CXIIIII,:~ltI N-11011all Il' H,111IM,11GIIMOLL-1 botitiroil .ttd pitch axes w. Suinmlia'- Itilihl adii.
t11dilotitln-i plotngiiill htil) ploiikth ttililt 1i . (IicliliVih adding real.m tot the task

Ik';ieudiii I'ii swtcs'ttilig-s a! the Qxpelnieliter U) nerimentai Ta~sk
St a hI'ii.: 11 Cit L~l l Ij aiiui Millklti Chl r siiili t III!Ci and Stimuli

p11th SIlil11Ill ti 114 pidil-~eeti1 iti a srlur wind 'lilt task etnisisted ofi tnaneuveotigl a Simniated
gust At 1i11.at ea ll kit %IskI ialS1IiiIi % 3h was hUNdiflogli a pr ictltem~i incd trackinig course -

aecoiiihiiqt't I)\ addiitiŽ aI hhikdt'ihlnmnid salult- 1I 11u3hi was a torni tif Visual ooill ac fly nglig itla
the: Samiple'd slick salore -iii sildkling tiatSll 511 torct'lilicletltill sulbjectst to track tell gliulld targets.

thit ll~tllll~I lilulti ill lieu tint st'iidiig dlie ii>, flit simullated RlI'. oIver eacil atid Ilmaiiltalill a
,11t tl 1'tistillill I Vet tiit' fixed, TiIIIII)Ii' ofI level limi/oniil eI C sollp level) Utiiielf 3 is anl

lio~al CýJCN ~~ ilst Il, bci a Simp~let .iiid ilustliatioll oi tile gtoiitd letlall and target as
ticliveO illetmloti il iilelgralistic viimoai Ndewed by thle subject. Sinicewsaled references wcet

stitituili WMieni a 111t1110l1 NtIit;, \\.Is lCliiiviltl, dm til[ provided till the televisiomi nionitor. the task
nece ssity tore ipi ti.t %Iltlll I.ji;o fi 3111111ed till tilie co1 imssl ed III a Subjective formi of coin lpenlsato ry

Figure 3. Cround terrain and target as viewed by the subject.

Easily visible ground tiirgets were nsumrbered model. The five targets, spaced on die east side of
and placed oil tile teftiamo ld..l at intervals tise model, were numbered sequentially toward the
renor~senttng two statute iiilcs (3.-2 kin) T1herc nurlther legion of the moudel. Sitsilsrily, the other
wer, ten targets, five onl the rightli-tmid side (east) five targets were iiumbered sequentially, but
and live un thle lcfi'Ialard Side (west) of thle terraiti spaced at intervals from north to south, down ase

8



west side of tire itidcl. I is arraiigerticilt ol 1. elitiitict 1uiicoticlatcd vis1.Iral~p~rs-11p1ivelA
tairgets resulted In tile roost e~ltcicrt isc iOf tire klCS, tlic, C11V[itttintitl Sir11.tiriltd in1 tin% Cs',ICr
terrain niodel Inr additIIion. liii. targets were rIICtIt l~ilqtrd tlrai 11i01i0t1 lie irrILeperidetitI Of tile
alteniatcd left and right at distatces represtittiny operator's Control ictivitres. loi(s. it %waN assiitiied
.12 iniflc (.1 JKinr) houm the centitenlic lictwecir that a pilot would ics-orc aI itotlict shllp
targets Tihus. thle subject was required it, miake wnnriiedately tollowin.tile thi nsel ot tur'iletitce.
he ading collectionts as thle siniulated RPV was
I lown t owar d caL.t taiget- Alter a tly-over Subjects
occtiricd. tile target l~t thei field ot view.s at thc isift) *nitic ti malc vtluiriteet all iriutliricd
sOttoinI of tile tILrVISioit Screeit and the nc-xi target uneirrbcts of till linited State.% Air Iot cc. ct dis%

appeared oVer tile horilon to tile left or right il1
theý current litading Hieadriig corrections to the suh-ects iil till, cX perittrerrt iliest sirhi-Cts v. C c
target were .oadc al this liolnlt ]Ili$ process was mwsgtic d toi ric of thitte experience frtotipls con
repeated until the, subject tracked the RPV over sistinig Of, twelity. pilots. twetity naivigators, ;Itld
the fifth target. upon which lie was instructed to ninetcen toritated (it1wXperie iced) mti~cr,. The
bank to tlhc left to acquire tilte sixth target. TargctI SClZctitn Of Stlhject!- Liep,'ridC1 11pon1 their prio'

tracking continu.ed unttil thec simulated Vehicle had experinceic. It wkas requiriied diala tile piit% h*, on
becn tlown over the tendit target. The RI'V was current flyitig stat is arid that they liase at least
flown at an airspeed of 150 knots and at an 300 hours of' tlying experience. It was hitrtltei
idtitudc between 180 and 1,000 feet (549 and reurdta nihrte 1arO'sIo fl
.304.8 in). The average altitude flown was 500 feet required path ciatne pott sstes piavol *its- expertien
(152.4 ni). The avetage track-nF inic ti ve cr the ten and that the iorirated lie rightliati11ded.
targets was 0 mtinutes 30 seconds.

Sine heopeatr tatonilotin as Quiest ioinn aires design 1d speci tic allv I'to cacthi of
Stnc thee expperator grtation weretio wasnitte

independent Of tile VISual3 SV .stertr. it was po-ssible th ubectsre As idtte groups wereC adriiniterdt
to siniulate conditions in which the *'chjcle Only teaU ic sub ah ujects.Aiefot ite ws'~r ofaintrsc clsorao
(i.e., thle vistial inpui front the RPV). the oiperator tesisonehsbectwsofttrtaloo
sta!;cn cnlý (i.c., flt;. .. -ii-ifeiti iiju.ijdic obtain oither ,inforriatitri reiev t !to thiie ilt.g

mother slhip) or both simultaiteously wel e under explerienice Of pi'lots arnd nlavigators amli art'
clea airturblene. A tir subect ruaeuvecd possible inbirtiral (i.e., obscteatiort al.hck seat)

theasi tunrubatedncoer tAs tien sabjets, thneyuwered piloting experienice pts~sssed b) navigaitots arid
ph rsimulated, t rnome tinetentrgets. wth) stimul tnonrated subjects. Also of intecrcst was intor-

presnte, a radon inervas, ithstiiul tIlat ion iel atv icto, thll subject's suiscepltri li it> t
iepresenting the effects of grists ott the operator tiroliot sickiiess. The Feneral chtiractietisrics ilt
station and/or tile RPV. lire subjects were asked ai pecc golar5111lrieasoivi
to respond with anl appropriate control stick eaheprecgii resiriaredsttlrw
deflection to null the effects of' thtese gusts o) thle Morius. The average age ol' pilots was, 34.5
RPV. The visual stimiulus dUration was one second (miedian, 34.5) wvith a ranrge tot 20 to 45 y ears. All
arid thle displacement was ±1 80 /second onl .(i11 pitlots possessed at Iea:-t touir yearsý Of higher

and pitch during the initial .5 second and educationt (wean, .5.3 ecars). The ineart noiniiib tit'O
t2 10/second ott roll arnd ± 14o/secotrd on pitch flying ljirurs was 2,9531 (ne diati, 2.9)24). sivilr a
during tite ~emtaining .5 second Any control stick renge oif' 350 zo 5,100 rimurs. lire rieari num11ber *,f

a ctivity occurring during this period e~ther years of flying experience was 9.9 (triedIati,
decreased Or increased tire rate of errur. Wilti ro 10.25). with a range of 3 tol 32 years. Thle niost
corrective input, thre traxitinuin displacement was recent flying experience had occurred oti the
limtited by software control to ±21" on roll arid average oft 6 monorths (rtrediaii, 3 mionthrs) prior to
114" on pitch, participation in this experimnitt. Two pilots

The motion stimulus was provided by tilting reported that they had experienced either car or

tire motion phattorni about tile longitudinal axis seasickness, hilt none reported airsickness.
(roll) or tire lateral axis (pitch). After reaching a Navigarors. The average age of navigators was
maxianurn excursion of ±t8' on roll and ±7' on 32.5 (irsedian, 33) with a raisge of 25 ito 44 years.
pitch in a period of one second. the plotfortu was AU navigators possessed at leas, four years of
restored to a level position in an equal aniount of higher education (mecan. 5.4 years). The ntean
time. Restoration of !hie r *~.~iidid nut involve a number of navigation flying hours was 2,2%~
washout function below skiry threshold. While (median. 2,MO), with a range of 550 to 5,700
such functions are used in pilot training simulators hours. The menir numnber of years of exp-.rience
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was 7.1 kniediari, 7 5) Willh a range tnt 1 5 to 19 ground sonrulatui. Three subjects reported that
yecars The most recent navigationi expericiiwe had they had expcener-ed airsickness and one had

oc'urced 8 molnths tiliediall. 1, rn1orrtl's) prior to expentnced seasickness
participation in this espenhnneint I ivc riviviplotos
reported that tlicy had s~nnic presolo ,'rloling Experimental Conditions
cxperiecle, hutl II all caws thoi hi-d tccuricd at arid *)eugn
least seseir Nears prim lo the exptmnt (muedian. Suibjects in e~ach experience group were assigned
10 )cans) Nine iravigaltr ha~d somle iil oriutI to on cf five experimental conditions. As noted
piloting experience Three repoited thiat theN had earlier, the conditions were selected for their
experienced airscknem- and one of these also potential iii produce visual -propriocepive conflict
rer-nrled seasic:kness The conditions represented various vissialmiotion

N-mrared The aseragc age o1 norirated subjectls stimiul us combinations existing between the
was 31 5 (miediain. 32). with range of 23 lo 44 sinmulated RPV and Lontrol station. As shown ~it-
)ear All kit these Slhj~ccr:, had at leatl tour11 years Table I the five conditions consisted of: (a) vIsual
ot hilzber education (mean 5.8 years). Three onily (VOl. in which the RPV was represented as

subjects reported that they had siume presoulo being in turbulence, but not the control Station,
piloting expenncric. but in all cases this experience (b) motion ornly (M~O), in which the ciintrol

had occurred at Wast severn years prior to the station was represented as being in turbulence, but
experiment and was of short duration. Three rnot the RPV. t c) single-axis incompatible (SAl). in
subjects reported sonic itriunsal observational which both the control station and thý RPV were

experiicnce and two had nuinimal experience in a s iniulta ocoosly in turbulence. but, the

7ahk- 1. Visual-Motion Stimulus Combinations
Lacd in ch 't !CnIin

Visual stimuius MOtio Sltnmjulu
(AXIS and Diriction (Axis and Olseetion

experi-entat conditins of Oispacarnsert) Of 01splatcrnent)

Visual Only (VO) Pitch-Up 0
Pitch-Down 0
Roll Right 0
Roll Left 0

Motion Only (MO) 0 Pitch-Up
o Pitch-Down
0 Roll Right
0 Roll Le-ft

Single Axis Incompatible (S Al) Pitch-Up Pitch-Down
Pitch-Down Pitch-lip
Roll Right Roll Left
Roll Le ft Roll Right

Single-Axibi Compatible (SAC) Pitcls-Up Pitch-Up
Pitch-Dowi Pitch-Down
Roll Right Roll Right
Roll Left Roll L~tf

l1oubl -Axis Incompatible (l)AI) Pitch-Up Roll Right
Pitch-Up Roll Left
Pitch-Downl Roil Right
Pitch-lNwit RoU Left
Roil Right Pitch-Up
Roll Right Pitch-Down
Roll Left Pitch-Up

Roll Left Pitch-Down
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visual-motion combinations were in conflict with These instructions contained a general overview of
respect to direction (e.g., a visual pitch-up was the procedures and the task to be performed. The
combined with a pitch-down motion), (d) single- subject then sat in the operator station and the
axis compatible (SAC), in which both the control experimenter demonstrated the training task (i.e.,
station and the RPV were simultaneously in one flight over the ten targets) to better acquaint
turbulence, but the visual-motion combinations him with the procedures. The subject then
were consistent with normal contact flying completed one flight in the presence of the
conditions, and (e) double-axis incompatible experimenter. After a brief question-and-answer
(DAI), in which both the control station and the period, the exnerimenter assumed his position at
RPV were simultaneously in turbulence, but the the expc menter station and the subject
visual-motion combinations were in conflict with proceeded ti complete two additional training
respect to axis (e.g., a visual pitch u'p was flights. No motion was provided in this session,
combined with a roll right or left motion). but the subject had use of the ADL. Upon

Sixteen subjects in each of the three experience completion of training, the subject was provided

groups (i.e., pilots, navigators, and nonrated) were with a copy of the questionnaire.

randomly assigned to one of the first four In each of the four experitental sessions, the
experimental conditions (i.e., VO MO, SAM, and subjects were escorted to the operator station and
SAC). An additionai four pilots, -ir navigators, were given assistance in adjusting the protective
and three nonrated subjects participated in condi- restraints. Instructions were then read " - the
tion DAI. The ideal design would have required subject over the communication system. These
that all subjects be administered all conditions instructioný are presented in Appendix B. The
(i.e., a witdin-groups design). TWs type of design sinulated rough air and the television monitor
was not used because the relatively large number were then activated, the ADi deactivated, and the
of conditions (and combinations within condi- subject was asked whether he was ready. Upon a

I lkll:-- LiJdIX I ItIrbtitUUIIU Uaitllt l-d~y ipuilM li tirel subject, mie by scill Wdi

problem. Also, the possibility of asymmetry due released from fieeze status and the subject began
to transfer effects (Poulton & Freeman, 1966) in a maneuvering activities toward the first target.
within-groups design would require that all Experimental trials were initiated from the
combinations of conditions be administered and

examned Costrantson ubjet a~abity experimenter station in accordance with pre-examined. Constraints on subject availability established decision criteria. Briefly, it was
rendered this approach impractical, if not etbihddcso rtra reli a
impossibled required that a minimum of ten seconds lapse

between trials. Moreover, it was required that the

All subjects served for approximately 45 simulated RPV be in a stable arid level attitude and
minutes on 5 consecutive days (sessions). The first that the heading be toward the next target. To

session was for tite purpose of familiarizing the insure that the data not be confounded with
subjects with the equipment and procedures, and normal tracking activities, trials were presented
for training in the tracking task. The experimental only when the subject's control stick input was
tasks were performed in Sessions 2 through 5. A minimal, if not at zero percent. Finally, to avoid
trial was defined as the introduction of a single problems of anticipation, the presentation of trials
stimulus during the experimental sessions. A block occurred at different locations on the tracking
of trials consisted of the presentation of ten trials course. Various displays were used to aid the
during the simulated flight over the ten targets. experimenter in making a decision as to whether a
The subjects were presented with four blocks of trial should be initiated. When al' criteria were
trials in each of the four experimental sessions met, the experimenter pressed the insert button,
The stimulus combinations in each condition were which caused an output to be made for the pre-
randomized (without replacement) so that each selected trial. A 45-second rest period was
tubject experienced the same combinatiuns over provided between blocks of trials. The last session
the four sessions. The total number of trials by was followed with a debriefing, a tour of the
conditions and experience group is presented in simulation facility- and a discussion of the purpose
Appendix A. of the cxperinent.

Procedurie, Performance Measures

Upon arrival it the firat session each subject Data collected during all sessions (including
was asked to read a prepared set of instructions, training) were recorded on 9-track magnetic tape.



The vaiijtiIce. iiiilI, anid sanillwn-g ajte oin cdch are an already existing stirrirrus error Axis errors were
presented as ofolows those responses in which stick deflections were in

Twit (iiwk timec iiti the tracking task wa thle axis otlier than the one provided by the
rcroitjeul evr .0son stimiulus. A slick deflec~on to the left in response

to a pitch-up visual stimulus, for exam pie. added
Iaft'ral control strick delleioanf (roll &x1is). roll error to an already existing pitch error.

Percc'rt and direC01"tt 0i deflection fromn center Finally. cross-coupled responses ito a Stimulus (i.e.,
position w~ full defilection was iecorded at a rate of rosponses that combined simultaneously both
20 sarmpleslsccoirdl lateral- and longitudinal -stick deflections) were not

13 ',lilidional c"Itl[Ao giNfA- d'flcrio~r I'irtch submitted to analysis hecause of their random
ayis) Percent inJ direction of deflection from occurrence, and because they could not be
center position~ to lotll deflection was recorded at a regarded as either correct or error responses.
late of 20 Sal n pl Cs/second. Lrror rates on reversal and axis errors were

I.*,tigirudve Thei location of thle simulated RPV computed fromi data onl all conditions except MO.
overc the terrain itodel in an east-west direction The primary purpose of this measure was to
was recorded at a rare of 1 0 saruples/second. IData determine (a) possihle effects due to practice, (b)
wcre converted to feet tiavelled fromn the left (ice., possible differential effects by type. of error
west) side of the terrain model. (reversal vs. axis errors), (c effects due, to expen-

ence, and (d) effects due to conditions. All
Latitude The location of the simulated RPV in proportions were obtained by dividing the number

a direction running lengthwise over the terrain of errors by the total numiber of responses. Since
model was recorded at a rate of 10 samples! all responses to MO were regarded as errors,
second. tData were converted to feet from tile proportions were obtained by dividing the number
lower (i-e., south) end of the terrain model, of responses by the total number of trials

A ltitiude Altitude of the simulated RPV.
mcasured in leer above sea level, was recorded at it
rate of 10 saniples/sceond. Ill. RESULTS AND3 DISt7USSION

Header inJrfrmatriuir Recorded prior to the Effects of Visual-
iiritiatiorn of eachi tracking task was the subject Proprioceptive Coriffdti
identification number, experimental condition,
and block number. The trial number and the visual T'he results of this study revealed that the
and/or motion combiniation uased was recorded experimental conditions (see Table 1) differed in
whenever a stimulus was presented. their potentia to engender visual -pro pri oce ptive

conflict, as measured by thse proportion of reversal
Computer programns were developed to retrieve and amis errors. An analysis of variance' on

data from magnetic tape and to compute relevant reversal errors (see Figure 4) revealed that the
performance oseasrares. Two principal measilres effect of conditions was significant, F (3, 35) 15,
were computed: response time (RT) and error p < .00 1 (. 11, .25, .07, .12 in VO, S Al, S AC. and
rate. The former was defined as thse time interval DAI, respectively). A Newman-Keuls (Winer,
between the onset of a stimulus and the first point 1971, p. 191) test of the means revealed further
(i.e.. time sample) in the tracking record irn which that this effect was due to the large proportion of
icontrol stick deflection exceeded a predetermained reversal errors in SAl (p < .01) in contrast to the
limit of allowable tolerance (i~e., a band of toler- other conditions. S~inilarly, the proportion of axis
arcec for small control stick deflections iegardedias errors (see Figure 5) also resulted in an effect due
noise rather than responses to trials). 'The method to conditions, F (3, 35) = 27, p < .001 (.08. .08,
used to compute these bands, for both lateral and .07, .30 in VO, SAl, SAC, arid DAL, respectively).
longitudinal stick deflections, is described in Reed
(1977).

Response times were computed on three types
of responses: correct, reversal errors, and ityis Alaayt fv~a eepromdwt h

erros. eveW eror wer thte espnse in VtJL2 - Vanderbilt Statistical Package (1971). 'Thewhich stick deflection was in the same axis but misn datA tiea it optmion supplied with thewe
different direction as the visual stimnulus. This type programs was apptied where nred~cd.
ol response added error by increasing the late of
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In contrast to reversal errors, however, the highest 6, the interaction effects were obviously due to a
proportion of axis errors was made in DAI as higher proportion of reversal errors in JAl than
revealed by a Newman-Keuls test of the means DAI and a higher proportion of axis errors in DAI
(p < .01 ). than SAL. Thus, the overall results of this analysis

The DAI condition was included in thiu study confirmed the supposition that the distribution of

as an added feature to corroborate the predicted these two types of control errors would be

effect in SAI and to verify the notion that this systcmatic rather than random. It can be safely

effect was produced by visual-propricceptive concluded that the incompatible conditions (i.e,

conflicts rather than by random control activities. SAl and DAI) produced visual propioceptive

Thus, it had been predicted that the visual-motion conflicts and that these experimental conditions
relationships in SAl would result in a greater were independent with respect tc their eftects on

the performance of all subjects, regardless of
proportion of reveral than axis errors and that the experience (there was no Conditions X Experience
opposite would be the case in DAI. To test this Group interaction). Finally, it must be pointed out
possibility, an analysis of variance was carried out that only two percent of the axis errors in DAI
to compare the proportion of reversal errors with were inappropriate with respect to direction of
the proportion of axis errors made by all subjects motion (e.g., a control stick deflection to the right
in VO, SAI, SAC, and DAL. Of particular interest in response tc a right roll motion). These data
was a possible Conditions X Type of Error (i.e., were not included in the analysis. This latter
reversal and axis errors) interaction. The analysis finding lends further support to the notion that
resulted in a significant interaction in the expected the axis errors in DAI resulted from responses to
direction on pitch, F (3, 35) = 6, p = .0027 and motion and were not random.
roll, F (3, 35) - 43, p < .001 .As shown in Figure

y Single Axis Incompatible (SAI)

SDouble Axis Incompatible (DAI)

.40 .40 r

Pitch Roll

.30 30.30

00

.20 .2 .20
t.

0a

,0 -A , 00

Revtrsal Axis Reversal Axis
error error error errorSTyp~es of E~rror Ty!)Ps of Error

Figzure 6. Proportion of errors as a function of type of error.
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It had been aiticipated that VO and SAC (no If motion alerts the subjects to changes in
mlotiot motion comlparisons) woul'. difter in attitude, as claimed by Matieny, Dougherty, and
their potential to produce reversal errors The Willis (1963). then the experimental conditions
presence o0i mtion in SA.C was thought to aid providing motion should result in shorter RTs than
spatial wrientation and iesult in a very small those that did not. This assumption was
ptopoilton of inappropidite responses. While the confirmed. Analysis of variance on RiS of correct
difference between these two conditions was responses was significant. 1 (3, 35)-- 6, p < .01
consistently in the expected direction, the (.75, .67, .57, _74 seconds in VO, SAI, SAC, and
Newttjn-Kels ltest lailed to reach significance DAi, respectively). Newman.Keuls tests of the
4 p > 05) Aso, the proportion t,l reversal errors in means by axis (see Table 2), revealed that RTs on
thecw, iv o conditions was relatively low (I I vs. .07 correct responses in VO were significantly longer
in VO arid SAC . respectively) and did not differ than in SAC (p< .01) on both axes, and also
froil the proportion of axis errors. This latter longer than SAI on the roll axis (p < .05).
finding suggests that the errors in VO and SAC Response "imes on correct responses in SAI and
were random and non-tasl- related. Although it is SAC did not differ significantly, although there
tempting to conclude that ht, visual factors vas a cotsistently strong tendency for SAC to
ptovided the ncessary titnnation for spatial result in shorter RTs on both axes. This tendency
orientation and that motion in SAC served no is interpreted to mean that compatible visual-
useful role. the effect of motion was obviously motion relationships provide alerting cuies that aid
present in SAI and DAI. Accordingly, the iole of performance. That RTs were longer in VO than

motion in ShC is not dismissed. It must be SAI and the failure to obtain a significant
recalled that VO did result in a strong and difference between SAI and SAC, however, suggest

consistent tendency to produce more reversal that motion, even when it is incompatible (i.e., in

errors thtan SAC. Detailed inteipretation of these conflict) with the visual stimulus, alerts the

results, however, must be carned out its the light operator to changes it1 attitude.
of other reicvant daLd.

Tahh 2. Mean Response Times (in seconds) on Correct Responses
and on Reversal and Axis Errors

Pitch foiI

Conditions Correct Reversal Axis Correct Rf-a rtai Axis

VO .63 .37 .35 .86 .57 .51

SAI .61 .38 .28 .72 .47 .41

SAC .52 .27 .29 .61 .40 .38

DAI .67 .43 .44 .81 .53 .58

The assertion that motion provides alerting cues stick deflection in the op, .tite direr tion trom the
cannot be generalized easily to the incompatible one provided by the motion cue would result in an
visual-motion relationships in DAiL Response times appropuiate response (i.e., the subject learned to
on correct responses in this condition differed deflect the control stick on the same axis anc!
neither front VO and SAI on pitch nor from VO direction of motion). Similar adaptation would
on roll. The relatively lung UTs in DAI can be have been difficult, if not impossible, in DAI
attributed to several factors. First, it will be because the visual-motion combinations were
recalled that the proportion of axis errors in DAI always on different axes and thece were two
was high relative to SAL. This difference in errors alternative directions of motion displacement
may have been due to the disproportionate witetin each axis (i.e., a visual pitch up was
number of visual-motion stimulus alternatives in accompanied with a roll right or roll left motion).
DAI, as compaxed to SAI (see TFable I). It is Taking these factors into consideratiorn, it can he
assumed that adaptation to the visual-motion safely concluded that motion in DAI not only
relationships in SAP was considerably easier than interfered with the response tendencies of the
in DAL. In SAI, the subject merely learned that a subjects, but required that decisions be broUgt-lt to
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bear on the task. The subject needed to select an the anticipatory process is terminated early, the
appropriate response among alternatives, a proccss scclioi' of a response is roughly rando)m, but on
requiring time. occasions may result in the selection of a correct

It is of interest to note that the RT relation- response. Analysis to this level of detail was not
carried otnt on the data front the present

ships found on correct responses existed also on caied out o
reversal and axis error RTs. Rcsponse time on expeliment.
reversal errors resulted in a significant effect due To silmilarie,. vIsual-moticn relationships that
to conditions, F (3, 35) = 3. p < .05 (.47, .43, .34, are incompatible interfere with the subject's
.48 seconds in VO, SAL, SAC, and 1)AI, performanctcc and result in errors and longer RTs.
respectively) as did axis erro's, F (3, 35) = 10, p < TIW absence of motion lengthens RT on correct
.001 (.43, .35, -33, .51 seconds in VO, SAL, SAC, responses. but results in a lower proportion of
and DAI, respectively). An examination of Table 2 control errors. The short RTs in SAC on both axes
will show that RTs on errors are generally longer and the short RTs in SAI on roll relative to VO,
in VO than SAC and that SAI falls between these provide evidence favoring the alerting role of
two conditions. Moreover, RTs on errors in DAI motion. Moreover, since the onset of both the
are generally comparable to those in VO. ihus, it visual and motion stimuli occurred simultaneously,
is concluded that the variables that have an effect the results are consisent with the assumption (but
on RTs of correct responses have the same effect do not necessarily imply) that proprioceptive cues
on RTs of error responses. Note, however, that the derived from n-.tion preceded, in time, the visual
RTs on errors are always shorter than RTs on ones as had been reported by Matheny et al.,
correct responses. The difference between RTson (1963). A rough estimate of the possible contribu-
correct responses and on reversal errors was tion provided by thie presence of compatible
statistically significant on both pitch, F (1, 34) = motion relationships to response time is obtainable
144, p < .001 (.61, vs. .37 seconds) 2nd roll. F (I, by sbtracting the -veragc RT in. SAC frc,-i dieA
34) r 63, p <.001 (.75 vs. .50 seconds). Similarly, average R1 in VO. This difference is found to be
this difference was significant between RTs on .11 seconds on pitch and .34 seconds on roll. A
correct responses ajid axis errors on both pitch, F suvilar, but weaker contribution is found when
(1, 33) = 148, p < .001 (.61 vs. .34 seconds) and VO is compared to SAt (.06 seconds on pitch and
roll, F (1, 35) = 233, p < .001 (.75 vs. .47 .13 seconds on roll).
seconds). The results provide compelling evidence in

Reed (1977) interpreted the effects, disussed support of the assumption that motion cues play
in the preceding paragraph, in terms of the more than anr alerting role in the subject's attempt
anticipatory behavior occurring prior to the onset to cope with visua)-proprioceptive conflict. The
of a stimulus event. In some respects, the task of large pioportion of reversal errors in SAI in
the subjects can be likened to classical reaction contrast to DAi and the large proportion of axis
time tasks. When the subject awaits the onset of errors in DAI relative to SAI suggest that motion
the stimulus event, errors are less likely to occur, also provided directional information. Moreover,
but latency is expected to be considerably longer, that the overwhelming number of axis errors in
Anticipation allows the subject to predict when a DA! were commensurate with the direction of
stimulus is to take place and to select the most motion lends further support to this conclusion.
probable response among the possible stimulus
alternatives. When response selection is initiated Effects of Experience
prior to the time that anticipatory processes are The difference between the experimental condi-
complete, the subject may likely respond tions was die presence or absence of motionand
prematurely and make an error. This does not the axis and direction of motion with respect to

mean that some anticipation does not occur. It visual displacement (see Table I). The direction of

simply claims that the process is terminated early, displacement of the visual scene presented on the

Accordingly, variables that have an effect on television monitor, however, remained unaltered
correc retponses ,nay appear also in the errors tevionm iorhwvreandualrd
becaust remponses may apearralessingtheterrlrs with respect to the direction of stick deflection
because sorne Informration processing actually

occurs. If this model of anticipatory behavior (i.e., the control-display relationship was not

accounts for the results obtained Ln this varied in thi. experiment). Accordingly, if a pilot's
experiment, then it would also predict that some responses to aircraft attitude changes are
correct rehiones would have short RT. That is, if dependent on motion cues (i.e., the pilot uses
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rather than disregards motion), then a motion Obviously, nlot on provided coitniIlirg clucs it,
function which is in conflict with these old and subjects in all experience groups, but rIrTiarily 0ie

ovcliearned response habilts should interfere with pilots Post-expervrienta! debtiefirigs revealed that
Iris perfonnance. If performance in SAC is pilots were painfully aware that the vi•sual mrotiotn
dependent upon learned habits peculiar to pilots, relationships in SAI were in conflict wkith those of
then the performance of nonpilots should be normial flying operations. Nonlrhots. on the oiher
worse than that of pilots in this condition. On the hand, were unaware that there was soniethirni 0it
other hard, if pilots are able to ignore motion, of the ordinary, yet all of them nade inore
their tire absence of motion (i.e.. VO) or the reversal errors in SAI than SAC Jacobs anrd
presence or visual-nrotlinn relationships that are in Roscoe (11075) obtained sinilai courInerTs f trion
cu•rnflict with nirnual flying operations (i.e., SAl flight naive subjects. Accordinglv . tire errors triad'e
and DAI) should havr no effect on their per. by the pilots in SAC can he attributed w incior%
forruanc-. Similarly, the pilots should have no of attention ot notiovaiti and those1 Of tire
difficulty in the condition in which only motion nonpilots to their inexpeitercc It tit,
cues are present (i.e., MO). The extent to which interpretation is accepted, then it toliiw, that the
previous experience has an effect on operator visual-orotion relationships ini SAC were
responses to mtotion cues can be obtained by compatible withi the visualprtoptiocepttive
comnparirg the perforinance of pilots, navigators, sensations that engender adequate spatial
and notiated subjects on each experinmental orientation. Such relationships do riot inericfere
conditions, with response tendencies, regardless of the

The tesults revealed that the proportion of experienceof subjects.

ernors amnong the three experience groups was F-utthet evidence that mnotion had a gleacte
roughly equal. There was no difference in fitu. effect on pilots than nonpilots conies Itrm irite
proportion of reversal errors among experience observed tendency for pilots to respond Ito T titioni
groups, F (2, 35)- .24. p > .05 (.13, .14, .14 lon cues eVC ii whieu vial c ,e.ere aset It t" tshe
pilots, navigators, and nonrated subjects, respec- motion only condition). An atteript to ill tire
tively). Sirnilarly, 'here was no difference in the effects of motion ii this cotildihtr wa,, by
proportion of axis errors, F 2, 35) = .38, p > _V definition, an error response. 'Iwo tipcs of
(.14, .14, .12 for pilots, navigators, and nonrated responses were possible: ihose that were
subjects, respectively). Expected differences, as "-consistent" with the motion function (a roll I ightI
might have been revealed by a ConditionsX motion was responded to with a control stick
Experience Groups interaction, were absent. It deflection to tire left), anti those titat were
must be noted (see F:gure 4) that pilots in SAI "inconsistent" with tit- nmnotion functiot (a roll
made more reversal efrors on the roll axis than right motion was respondc I to with a control stick
nonpilots (.4i Ns. .24). Furthennore, pilots nmde deflection to the right) Presumahly, a legitimate
more axis errors in DAI than nonpilots on both response to motion in the absence of visual stimuli
axes (.25 vs. .16 on pitch and .40 vs. .35 on rol!), would require that stick deflections be on tire axis
as shown in Figure 5. A descriptive statistic tin and direction cotuluensuratC with the n•tilion
reversal eiroirs to roll axis stimuhi in SAI showed function. if the past experience or' pilots
that tire visual'-motion relationships in this condi- influenced their perfotriance iii the MO condition,
tion had a greater impact on pilots than nonpilots. it would be expected that their responses be
'Tlese results must be interpreted with caution. It prin-marily on the consistent axis and direction,
can be safely concluded, however. that pilots were relative to nmotion. On the other hand. the absence
unable to ignore the effects of motion and that of experience among nonpilots could result in a
previous exposure to fright conditions did not aid random distribution of responses between
their in overcoming the effects ol cue conflict. In consistent and incoinsistent. 'lis prediction was
fact, it was surprising to find that the pilots made confirmed. Pilots made sipgificantly more
occasional errors when visual-motion relationslhips consistent than inconsistent responses on both
were cuntnensurate with those encountered in pitch, ' (I, 3) = 21, p = .02 (.13 vs. .01) and roll,
contact flying (i.e., SAC). lqually surprising was (:(1, 3) 17, p = .02 (.15 vs. .02). fit contrast to
that the proportion of errors made by nortpilits in these results, there was a tendency forr navigators
SAC were oily slightly, but not significantly, to make more consistent responses than
higher than thiose of pilots. Moreover, a similar inconsistent ones, but the difference fai!ed to
relations-hp was fonid in VO. reach significance on pitch, F (1, 3) = 1.9, p > .05
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(.I Ivs .07) and roll, F (1, 3) = ., p > .05 (.09 vs- environmcnt Neveytheless. an olpratot of a
.05). Similarly, nonrated subjects tended to make remotely piloted vehicle would need to adapt to
i onic conihistCnt responses but the differences continuous changes in angular acceleration in one
failed to rcidi significance on pitch, F (I, 3) = 1. or more axes to the vehicle and/ou the airborne
p > .05 .0) vs. .05) and toll, F 1. 3) = 3, p > .05 station. Accordingly, lie must learn to rcstildt his
(_09 vs. .03). These results sugest that there was a manual activities to visual information rather than
strong tendency for pilots to respond to motion to accept some mix of the vehicle status with that
cues. thoughl the expctced visual ones were absent. of the station. Whether operators can learn to
B> responding to motion only. the subject disregard the effects of motion in these environ-
provided an input which was fed back to him as mental conditions is a matter for research.
pitch or roll ctiot on the visual display. This
ftedback should have been sufficient to effect Effects of Practice
leaning. and therefore, to result in a strong down- Practice usually improves the performance of
waid trend of responding. Yet, all subjects, but motor skills. Thus, it was safe to assume that at
priniarily the pilots, responded to motion least some learning would occur among the subject
throughtout all sessions. Obviously, motion in this experiment. In view of the conclusions in
provided compelling cues that coild not be easily the preceding paragraphs, the importance of
disregarded. learning factors to the operation of RPVs cannot

The previous experience of pilots (or factors be overlooked. The primary questions, however,
due to pilot sciection) did not aid them to over- dealt with the specific characteristics of
cone the effects of visual-proprioceptive conflict improvement in performance arid with the
as measured by the proportion of reversal and axis particular dependent variables affected. A related
errors. but i' did help them reduce their response question asked whether motion was r.ecessary for
latencies. There was a significant effect due to training future operators.
experience, F (2, 35) - 8, p < .05 and a Newman- It wns -ipectoed rhit the efft-r of pratir-
Kems test revealed that pilot I!s on correct should he evidenced primanly in those conditions
responses were considerably, and significantly, most conducive to visual-proprioceptive conflict.
shorter than those of nonpilots (.58, .74, .71 In view of the results discussed earlier, SAI and
seconds for pilots, navigators, and nonrated DAI were expected to result in the greatest
subjects, respectively). It had been thought that amount of learning. Moreover, since roll creates a
navigator RTs would be shorter than those of severe problem to spatial orientation (a topic to be
inexperienced subjects, but the differences were discussed later), it was anticipated that practice
not significant. Apparently, the types of tasks would be mos, evident on responses to stimuli or.conducted by navigators did not transfer positively that axis. Thiese predictions were confirmed. The

to those in this experiment. It is of interest to note proportion of reversal errors made by subjects in
that the differences between pilots and nonpilots all experience groups in SAI declined significantly
was preserved on teversal errors, F (2, 35) = 4, p < with practice (see Appendix C). An examination
.05 (.36, .43, .49 seconds for pilots, navigators, of Figure 7 will show that most of the learning in
and nonrated subjects, respectively), but not on SAI occurred by the end of the first session on
axis errors, F (2, 35) = 1.5, p > .05 (although there pitch control and by the second session on roll.
was a tendency for pilot RTs to be shorter; .38 The latter reveals that acquisition of skills was
.43. .41 seconds for pilots, navigators, and more difficult when the stimuli were presented o.;
nonrated subjects, respectively), the roll axis than on pitch. It is noteworthy that

To summarize, the results present a rather virtually all subjects continued to ittiue control
dismal picture of man's capability to function reversals on the last session. The rate of decline
under the conditions simulated in this experiment, over sessions suggested that considerable leaming
All subjects appeared to make use of motion and took place. Had the test continued for additional
had difficulty respond.rsg appropriately when sessions, the proportion of errors might have
these cues were in conflict with, visual ones. declined even further.
Fuitherniore, each subject in this experiment was Unlike SAL, learning failed to occur in DAI (see
exposed to a single condition in which rate and Appendix D). As shown in Figure 8, axis errors
amplitude of the stimut did not vary; a rather declined slightly over sessions on pitch control,
ideal situation. Isolated instances of the visual- but the errors were distributed about evenly on
motion relationships as experienced by subjects in roll. Thus, it is impossible to detemine from these
this experiment could occur in an operational
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data whether continued practice in l)AI would To siutnii•iC., it is apparent that the eftects of
have aided the subjects. Since faster learning practice on petformiance arc predicated on tihe
occurred to pitch in SAI and there was a slight potential of visual-motion relationships to prodeuce
decline in axis errors to pitch in OAI, it is assunied conflict. A& expected, pilots tended to bc affected
that extensive practice would eventuallý result in by the incompatible relationships more titan non-
learning. As noted carlirt, the difference in pilots and show a greater effect due to practice.
learning late between SAI and DAI may have been The number of test sessions, however, was
due to the dispr:mtortionate number of visual- insufficient to reduce errors in SAI andt DAI to the
motion stimulus combinations between tire two level of SAC-
conditions, thereby making the task in I)AI more
difficult. Perwsnnel Selection

It was anticipated that the absence of motion in and Training

VO would result in more reversal errors than the Can nonpilots be assigned to opcrate RPVs'
compatible relationships in SAC. Thus it was The answer to this qlestion is a cautious "yes."
assumed that more learning would occur in VO While tile various visual-niotion relationships used
than SAC, at least among the pilots. While there in thus experiment had about tie same effect on all
was a strong tendency for all subjects to make experience groups, the nonpilots tended to make
more reversals in VO, only navigators showed a less errors in SAI and DAI than pilots despite their
significant practice effect in that condition and lack of expenence or familiarity wich flight
none showed an effect in SAC (see Appendix C)- operations. It could be argued that pilots have th,.
Apparently, learning occurs only under e6rcum- advantage of flight cxpefierce. Under stress,
stances of severe spatial disorientation, however, tile pilots may revert to old habits and

respond t o at tit ude changes of the airborne st ation.
Whim e the difference in the pwoanortion of errors A related question asks whether pilot perfomsance

madc by pilots and nonpldots. wp- not sig~nitant it) would dcteriorate upor return to flying status.
MO, the tendency for pilots to make more Th resuls of this and other experments have

consistent responses titan inconsistent ones was shown thal motion is an imrortant factor in pilot

stronger than for nonpilots. Moreover, there was a performance. If a pilot is trained to disregard the

tendency for pilots to make more reversal errors in effects of motion itp order to operate RPVs front

SAI and o.xis errors in DAI. These. results suggested an afsrborne station, the effect op this training

that practice should have a greater effect on pilots could have dire consequences if he is returned to

than nonpilots in these two conditions. Some cl d have d ir e c o bu esif height usually to

evidence for this assumption was revealed by an flying status. While problemis irs flight usually arise
evideneg squard tindex (au o descrivea bytati ) when the aircraft accelerations are below
omega squared index (a descriptive statistic) threshold, training to ignore sudden changes in
applied to roll axis data in SAl (see Reed, 1977). attitude compounds tie problerr.
"The difference between pilots and nonpilots was
maintained throughout all sessions, but the lnibs experiment has shown that under tile
difference between navigatois and inexperienced conditions tested, motion provides alerting and
subjects (i.e., nonrated) was minimal. Observation directional cues. Yet the operator of an RPV must
of pitch axis data (see Figure 7) reveals that pilots learn to ignore these cues and place full confidence
tend'd to reduce thie incidence of reversals at a ii the visual display. Tile extent to which
higher rate than nonpilots. With axis pooled, the confidence can be instilled in prospective
reduction of errors from Session 1 to 4 was 28%, operators uight depend on their previous expert-
25%, and lH.3N for pilots, navigators, and nonrated enct with these displays. If a display has caused a
subjects, respectively, pilot to experience conflict (as with artificial

Unlike reversal errois, there was no evidence hormion displays), there may be a greater possibility

that RTs on correct responses changed with that he will experience these same conflicts.

practice, regardless of experience. That RT Finally, whether pilots or nonpilots are selected,
remains stable on certain kinds of tracking tasks tLe results of this experiment strongly suggest that
has been reported earlier by Gottsdanker (1156). the operators be trained in the presence of motion
Yet pilot RTs were consistently shorter titan those cues (i.e., the cue must he piesent in order for
of nonpiots in all conditions, but there was no learning to occur).
difference between the two nonpilot groups.
Either the number of trials in this experiment was Effecas of Axis
insufficient to effect a change or the short RTs It has been known for many yearb "-iat
made by pilots were due to selective factors. problems in interpreting the direction of attia "ic I
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shown on aircraft artificial hotizon displays are cues; cntrol stick deflections were totally
greater on roll than pitch. In thcir analysis ol independent of motion. Neverthelcss, motion cues
pilots errors, for example. Fitts and Jones (1947) wcre extremely compelling. Even when these cues
found that of 22 revcrsal errors, 19 were due to were provided in the absence of viwual ones, the
misinterpreting the direction of bank. Sinmilar pilots responded to motion. Support for this
fin..ngs have been rcpotted elsewhere (e.g., conclusior, was found in the differential axis effect
Kelley, 1%8,8 Kelley, de Groot, & Bowen, 1961). on pilot consistent responses to MO. While

Judging from the studies cited above, it was nonpihots did not show differences (additional

assumed tihtt differential effects would result front evidence that the responses of nonpilots in MO

visually displayed pitch versus roll. This were random, but not those of the pilots), the

assumption was confirmed, pilots made a higher proportion of responses to
roil motion than to pitch (.1 5 vs..1 2).

Overall, there was a greater proportion of Previous investigations have shown that dis
reversal errors on roll than on pitch (.15 vs. .13), Pentinatin ve RT is sghorter to horzontal and
but this difference was Ltributed to VO (.13 vs. vertical lines than to oblique ones (Appelle, 1972).
.08) ard SAl (.30 vs. .21). No difference was
found in SAC (.06 vs. .08). It will be recalled a This effect is preserved even whn the head istfects of prACtice6vs..08).It wee obereled i bthat tilted 45 degrees right or left (Attneave & Olson.the effects o f practice w ere observed in V O , hil 1 6 ) h siuatx e te h t v s al
pnrmarily in SAi. and these affects were attributed 96e7). Thus, it was exspected that visually
to roll control. Apparently the effect disappears presented roll would result in longer RT than
whenever compatible visua-inotion relationships pý.ch. regardless of conditions or experience. This

are present as in SAC. (This finding does not mean prediction was overwhelmingly supported in the
that the compatible relationships in SAC did not experimental results. Response tim% for correct
present probleais to the subjects. Reversal errors responses were consistently and significantly

were made by all subjects in all experience groups longer on rodl. F (1, 35) = s10, p< .001 (.61 vs.

throughout all experimental sessions ) in .75 seconds). Thins effect was found also on RTs of
commparabl it) VC, Kelley et a!- (961)reported reversal error,. F (1, 33) = 19, p < .001 (.3b v-..

similar findings and noted that it was easier for .49 seconds) and axis errors, F (I, 33) = 29, p<

display content to become the frame of reference .001 (.34 vs. .47 seconds).
for pitch than for toll displacements. In summary, it is apparent that visually

It is of interest to note that the effect pkoduccd presented roll presents greater problems to spatial

by visually displayed roll in VO, SAL. SAC, and orientation than pitch. Response times are longer

DAI persisted on axis errors. While the difference and more errors are made on roll control.

was small (.17 vs. .10 on roll and pitch. respec-
tively) it was nevertheless highly significant, F ( I,
35) = 23, p < .001. In DAI the expected axis Iv. SUMMARY ANDCONCLUSIONS
effect was evident, with a higher proportion of
oxis errors made to visually displayed roll than irethe purpose of this experiment was topitch (.39 vs. .20). The differen,:e in the investigate operator performance in an environ-

Pilcorh n (.9 rves. .20). Ilin D~iffn, h owever, w ment which was conducive to visual-proprioceptive
proportion of reversal errors in L)AI, howEver, was otitMr pcfcly h netwst
not systematic (.10 vs. .13 on roll and pitch, conflict. More specifically. the intent was to

re¢pectivly). These findings lend support to the determine the relative ability of subjects to

assumption that motion in DAI interfered with the maneuver an RPV from an airbome station. To

subject's response tendencies. Moreover, the conduct the task adequately, it was necessary for

results suggest that motion interferes with visually the subject to disregard the effects of nhlion

mediated orientatioi. Had the visual stimulus inputs from the control station. Previous studies.

interfered with the responses to motion in DAI, however, have shown that motion is not easily

then more axis errors would have been made to ignored and may be used by pilots as a cue to

visually displayed pitch in which the motion sudden changes in aircraft attitude. The
function was roll. Front these results, it is overlearied responses of pllots to the changes may
tempting to conclude that spatially oriented interfere with their performance under conditions
behavior is mediated primarily by visual rather of visual-proprioceptive conflict. Accordingly, it
than proprioceptive factors. This certainly is not was of interest to compare the performance of
tht case here. It must be recalled that the experi- pilots with subjects who have not developed these
mental task required that subjects rely on visual response tendencies.
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Sc�eral specific expeitmental objectives were 3. IKffec: of practice. The eCft�ct of practice
ltstcd in the iuitiodud ion. The e�perumcnta: results was primarily in a condition that was conducive
associated with cadi arc siuiomatiied as follows: to visual.proprioceptive conflict AU wbjects

I TIi�' �JJur't oj c�rnfiicr. It had been reduced the proportior. of reversal errors in the
sot icipated thai the expcr;mental conditions singlc.axis incompahble (SAl) condition, but little
would d:ftcr in their potential to engender visual. evtdencc of learning was shown when conflict w5
proprii�efltuve coofltct This prediction � produced by the double-axis incompatible (DAD
confirnied Visti�ltroiioiu coiruhunationx :ha� were condition. It was concluded that the number of
incompatible with nonna] contact flying condi. test sessions was insufficient to reduce the
lions intertered with pcrforin:�ncc and resulted in a proportion of errors in SAl 4nd DAI to the level of
hi1j' proportion of crmrs and knger response the singk*axis compatible (SAC) condition.
iimes fi� ail subjects. re�srdicss of expeiience. The 4 Selection and trairartg. The results indicate
absence of motion lengthens response time, but
resnits in a lower proportion of control � no advantage in training pilots as opposed to non-
There was cvidcncc to support the notion that pilots to perform airborne control of R.7�s.
niobon not only plays an alerting role, but alao Nonpiots tended to make �ss errors under
provides direction infonnation on attitude conditions ofvisual.propnocepsive conflict despite
changes their lack of familiarity with flight operat 'ns.

2. The c/fcc! of experiente. The Previous Moreover, if pilots are trained to disregard in. on
expcricnce of pilots did not help thcm overcome to operate RPVs (under conditions simulauo in
the effects of vusoal-propnoccptsve conflict. w�ik this experiment), the effect of this training could
all subjects. regardless of experience, appeared to have due consequences tf they are rettirned to
make use of motion and had difficulty � flying status.
responding apprc�pnately when these cues were in 5. Need for motion an haining �imia�ator5 fcr
conlltct wish visual ones, this eiTeci was �id�iiccd RP1'�. fliC S�'n�5 C�f t1'J� -- �r-............- -

more strongJ� by pilots. The previous experience potential RPV operators should be trained in the
of pilots, however, did heip them reduce response presence of motion. There was evidence to support
latencies. Ibese results indicate no advantage in the notion that the subjects can learn to disregard
training pilots, as opposed to nonpiats, to notion; but in order for learning to occur, these
perform airborne control of RPVs (as represented cues must be present.
by the conditions of this expsriment).
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APPENDIX A: SUMMARY OF TOTAL NUMBER OF TRIALS AND RESPONSES

Visu,•allstimu•,lus

Malth ROlN

CotrBol Plaewlo Axis Cram Cerrul h e "t"•si Asis .ross TOs Ol ata Total
Conditions GroupS N*ponls• rerss aErttn CPId M oIPOOB lildis trw, Itlrors Cm t•OgP LaOs Trials

Pilots 253 22 16 6 230 36 20 21 604 36 640
VO Navig. 228 24 28 4 210 34 29 21 578 62 640

N-R 243 24 20 5 192 46 20 37 587 43 630a

Pilots 220 61 16 2 142 120 26 16 603 37 640
SA! Navig. 213 56 18 1 194 68 25 19 594 46 640

N-R 206 66 23 1 184 78 41 6 605 36 640

Pilots 250 14 14 8 250 10 12 22 580 60 640
SAC Navig. 210 21 18 6 221 22 26 21 545 9 5b 640

N-R 240 32 9 8 217 18 39 24 581 53 640

Pilots 170 25 71 0 126 10 147 10 559 81c 640
DA! Navig_ 139 45 37 17 91 36 112 27 504 102c 606a

N-R 152 24 35 0 115 29 61 8 424 56c 480

motion stimulus 1
S. .. I Ul, t pOS

Conpistentd Isnicnslabtnts Conslasint incoffItOrt

Pilots 37 3 45 5 90 40f 640
MO Navig- 28 21 26 16 91 62 640

N-R 35 14 28 9 76 50 640

Eqiuipment problems resulted in a lower number of malt presented to tubjects.
bTwenty tTias were not recorded due to equipment problems.

'(Of these totals. I? trials given to pilots, 62 to navigators, and 29 tu nonrated resulted in axis errors; in the wrong
direction with respect to motion.

dThe number of responies in the correct axib with respect to motion.

ruic number of response% in the incorrect direction, but correct axis, with respect to motion.

t
Ten trials were not recorded due tv eqclipment problems.
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APPENDIX B: INSTRUCTIONS TO SU _JECTS

VO condition. As you fly the remotely piloted vehicle through the same course you have previously
(i.e., during training), it wiU encounter clear air gusts. These gusts will be observed on the television display
.s pitch or roll. Your task will be to level the renmotely piloted vehicle as quickly as possible' and continue
the flight over the various targets. Do you have any questions?

MO condition. As you fly the remotely piloted vehicle through the same course , ju have previously
(i.e., during traeiing), thc airborne control station, but not the remotely piloted vehicle, will encounter
clear air gusts. Your task will be to continue to maneuver the remotely piloted vehicle through the
prescribed course. Do you have any questions?

SAL SAC, and DAt conditions. As you fly the remotely piloted vehicle through the same course you
have previously (i.e., during tiaining), the remotely piloted vehicle and the airborne control station will
encounter clear air gusts occurring simultaneously. These gusts will be observed on the television display as
pitch or roll. Your task will be to level the remotely piloted vehicle as quickly as possible and continue. the
flight over the various targets. Do) you have any questions?

27The fund•mental issue in this experiment (i.e., vi~ual-prpdozoprtve confl'.-t) was explored by analyzing the I
response characteristics immediately following the hntToducvion of a stimulus rather than by measurtng overall tracking
performance. To avoid possible variability in the data (i.e., response time) that could result from utnpecified set for speed
or sacuracy (Pitt&, 1966) the instructiona given to the subjects emphuixed speed.
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APPENDIX C F RATIOS FROM THE ANALYSES OF VARIANCE
ON PROPORTIONS OF REVERSAL ERRORS

Impwmenm So ofti Axis Sess@ion x AxIs
Condtions Gouplm- (Wl - 1. ) (f - *1, 3) (4r - 3. 3)

Pilots .93 4.41 1.00
VO Navigators 412* 20-76" -2.25

Nonrated 1.01 5.42 .69

Pilots 6.58* 6-28 1.40
SAI Navigators 12.84"* 1.04 2.65

Nonrated 6.644 .61 .56

Pilots .44 .67 .17
SAC Navigators 3176 .03 .27

Nonrated .64 .70 .13

Pilots .22 3.51 1.00
DAI Navigators .44 2.30 .06

Nonrated 1.90 .33 .50
"*p < .O5.

"*pi < .01.
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APPFNDIX D: F RATIOS FROM THE ANALYSES OF VARIANCE
ON PROPORTIONS OF AXIS ERRORS

tl~xpehh lrn•o1ns At I SsIslomn x Ais
Conditlln Groups (dl * 3. 0) (df - 1. 3) (df - 3, )

Pilots 1.22 .33 1 7-7
VO Navigators 1.82 .20 1.30

Nontated .25 .01 .14

Pilots 1.04 .180 2.00
SA! Navigators 2.12 .60 1.33

Nonrated 2.61 2-00 2.69

Pilots 2.35 .50 .50
SAC Navigators 3.56 .15 .25

Nonrated .40 3,68 .20
Pilots 2.27 4.23 1.54

DAI Navigators .38 8.49 .47
Nonrated .54 2.87 .60
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